MEMORIAL STADIUM INFORMATION

CONCESSION STANDS
Concession stands are located beneath all stands inside Memorial Stadium and can be reached from any portal.

EMERGENCIES
First Aid stations are located on the South side under Section J, North Side under Section T, North Top Deck under Section K, and South Top Deck under Section E. Trained nurses are on hand. If a doctor is needed, ask any usher. For emergencies, call 911.

HANDICAPPED
Entrances are at Gates 1, 5 and 13 for the handicapped.

LOST & FOUND
Please report any item to the Gate 11 information booth.

NOTICE
Solicitation for any purpose is prohibited at an athletic contest in Memorial Stadium.

PASSOUTS
Passouts are allowed, however, fans will have to go through the same level of security screening as they did upon entering.

PROHIBITED ITEMS
Umbrellas, folding chairs, chaise lounges, food, and beverage containers of any type.

SMOKING
Memorial Stadium is a smoke-free facility. In accordance with Section 44-95-20 Code of Laws of South Carolina smoking is prohibited in Memorial Stadium or within 25 feet of the stadium.

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM
The public address system is intended for spectators’ information. Do not request its use to make social contacts.

SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER VISITORS
All visitors to Memorial Stadium are requested to enter at Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, 13, 16 or 20. Top deck ticket holders must enter via the ramps, located behind the North and South stands. Ramp entrances are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13 (South) and Gates 5 and 9 (North). GATES OPEN TWO HOURS PRIOR TO KICKOFF.

DIGITAL TICKETING
All tickets will be barcoded and scanned in upon entry into the stadium.

WILL CALL
Will call tickets can be picked up at the ticket office (Gate 9) 4 hours prior to kickoff.

IPTAY and the ticket office will open four hours prior to kickoff. The IPTAY office will close 30 minutes before kickoff and the ticket office will close at halftime.
2015 PARKING AND TAILGATING POLICIES

For the safety and enjoyment of all fans, please adhere to the following policies so that Clemson can continue its tremendous game day atmosphere.

1. No parking in areas not designated as a football parking area. This includes the sides of Perimeter Road and all sidewalks.
2. Follow the instruction of all parking attendants. Park as directed to ensure that all space is used efficiently. SAVING SPACE(S) is NOT ALLOWED.
3. Trailers, cookers and overall vehicle size cannot exceed spaces wider than 9 ft. and longer than 23 ft. Any vehicle or tailgating items that go beyond these parking space dimensions will be prohibited without an additional parking pass for that same lot.
4. Golf carts, mopeds, motorcycles and scooters are discouraged inside the interiors of Clemson’s parking areas.
5. Tailgating tents are allowed. However, they must be confined to your designated parking space as described in #3. Please make sure that your tent is secure and will not damage vehicles or injure pedestrians in the event of inclement weather.
6. Large tailgating groups that prevent the normal flow of pedestrians or vehicles are prohibited. No bands, large speakers or PA equipment is allowed. Personal portable restrooms are not allowed. Please make use of all restroom facilities (permanent or otherwise) that are provided by Clemson Athletics.
7. Solicitations of any kind are prohibited. Items will be confiscated and you will be removed from campus.
8. Portable generators are allowed as long as they are rated at 70dB or lower as not to disturb other tailgaters.
9. Banners and signage for advertising purposes are not allowed without prior approval from CUAD. Product sampling is also prohibited without CUAD approval.
10. Clemson University Athletics reserves the right to refuse access to any parking lot regardless of placard. Counterfeiting or placard passing will result in loss of parking privileges and offenders will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Please make use of all permanent restroom locations: Doug Kingsmore Stadium/Chapman left field grandstands, Memorial Stadium (open two hours prior to kickoff), Rock Norman Track Complex, Hoke Sloan Tennis Center, Cooper Library, Rhodes Hall/Library Bridge, Lee Hall, P&A Building, Brackett Hall, Hendrix Center and the Edgar Brown Student Union.

FAQs

Q: What is the reason that I am not in the same parking space that I had during the 2014 season?
A: Parking is reassigned each year using donors’ current level of giving. Priority points are used to rank donors within each giving level and are assigned in the order. If the demand from donors at a higher level exceeds the number of spaces in a specific lot then reassignments occur. For example, if you are a $2,400 donor and parked in Lot 5 in 2014 you will no longer be in Lot 5 for the 2015 season due to our increase in donors at the $3,200 level.

Q: How will construction to Littlejohn Coliseum and other projects impact football parking for the 2015 season?
A: Several projects have impacted the available parking for IPTAY donors. The most significant impact is on pedestrian and tailgating areas that our fans have grown accustomed to using on game day. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation as we improve several areas of Clemson University. Construction projects aside the record number of ticket sales and IPTAY donors has been the biggest driver of parking demand growth and will require all of us to adjust to new parking locations this year and years to come.

Q: If I am disappointed over my parking assignment for the 2015 season what options are there for the 2016 season to move back to my old space or similar area?
A: Parking is reassigned each year so please refer to the parking estimate guide released each year that can guide you in your annual level of giving as it relates to football parking. If you have specific questions please schedule a visit with an IPTAY annual giving staff member to discuss your 2016 IPTAY donation and parking options before season ticket renewals in the spring of 2016.